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Abstract - Determination of the threshold values of support and confidence, affect the quality of association rule mining up to a great
extent. Focus of my study is to apply weighted PSO for evaluating threshold values for support and confidence. The particle swarm
optimization algorithm first searches for the optimum fitness value of each particle and then finds corresponding support and
confidence as minimal threshold values after the data are transformed into binary values. The proposed method is verified by
applying the Food Mart 2000 database of Microsoft SQL Server 2000. I am expecting that the particle swarm optimization algorithm
will suggest suitable threshold values and obtain quality rules as per the previous works [1].
Key words - Particle Swarm Optimization, Association Rule Mining, Inertia Weight, Weighted PSO, Optimization, Support &
Confidence.

I.

For the purpose of simulation, I have employed the
embedded database of Microsoft SQL Server 2000 to
assess the proposed algorithm.

INTRODUCTION

In different kinds of information databases, such as
scientific data, medical data, financial data, and
marketing transaction data; analysis and finding critical
hidden information has been a focused area for
researchers of data mining. How to effectively analyze
and apply these data and find the critical hidden
information from these databases, data mining technique
has been the most widely discussed and frequently
applied tool from recent decades [2]. Although the data
mining has been successfully applied in the areas of
scientific analysis, business application, and medical
research and its computational efficiency and accuracy
are also improving, still manual works are required to
complete the process of extraction.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Association Rule Mining :
In data mining, association rule learning is a
popular and well researched method for discovering
interesting relations between variables in large
databases. It analyzes and present strong rules
discovered in databases using different measures of
interestingness.
Agrawal et al. [4] first proposed the issue of the
mining association rule in 1993. They pointed out that
some hidden relationships exist between purchased
items in transactional databases. Therefore, mining
results can help decision-makers understand customers’
purchasing behavior. An association rule is in the form
of X→Y, where X and Y represent Item set (I), or
products, respectively and Item set includes all possible
items{i1,i2, . . .,im}. The general transaction database
(D= {T1, T2, . . ., Tk}) can represent the possibility that a
customer will buy product Y after buying product X .

Association rule mining model among data mining
several models, including association rules, clustering
and classification models, is the most widely applied
method. The Apriori algorithm is the most
representative algorithm for association rule mining [3].
It consists of many modified algorithms that focus on
improving its efficiency and accuracy. However, two
parameters, minimal support and confidence, are always
determined by the decision-maker him/herself or
through trial-and-error; and thus, the algorithm lacks
both objectiveness and efficiency. Therefore, the main
purpose of my study is to propose an improved
algorithm that can provide feasible threshold values for
minimal support and confidence.

Based on the concept of strong, rules, Agrawal et
al., introduced association rules for discovering
regularities between products in large scale transaction
data recorded by point-of-sale (POS) systems in
supermarkets. For example, the rule found in the sales
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data of a supermarket would indicate that if a customer
buys onions and potatoes together, he or she is likely to
also buy burger. Such information can be used as the
basis for decisions about marketing activities such as,
e.g., promotional pricing or product placements. In
addition to the above example from market basket
analysis association rules are employed today in many
application areas including Web usage mining, intrusion
detection and bioinformatics.

from the global best position. The new velocity value is
then used to calculate the next position of the particle in
the search space. The particle’s velocity and position are
dynamically updated as follows:

III. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

The new velocity of a particle, Vnew id , is updated
by taking into consideration of the particle’s previous
velocity, Vold id ,and previous position, xold id . w = [0.5
+ rand/2] is an inertia weight and rand is a uniformly
generated random number between 0 and 1. The
cognition parameter, c1, and social parameter, c2, are
acceleration coefficients that are conventionally set to a
fixed value 0–2.Pid is the previous individual best
position of this particle and Pgd is the current global best
position then calculates the new position of the particle,
xnew id .[6]

The concept of PSO was first suggested by
Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995[5].Particle swarm
optimization (PSO) is inspired by the social behavior
observed in flocks of birds and schools of fish. In
nature, there is a leader who leads the bird or fish group
to move, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Most members of the
group follow the leader. In PSO, a potential solution to
the considered problem is represented by a particle,
similar to the individuals in the bird and fish group.
Each particle travels in the solution space and attempts
to move toward a better solution by changing its
direction and speed based on its own past experience
and the information from the current best particle of the
swarm. [6]

Fig. 2 : Two different situations in which a particle of
PSO may fall during the search.
a) Both particle’s position and the global best position
are far from the optimum and the particle velocity
is low compared to its distance to the optimum [7].

Fig. 1 : Swarm following the best particle to move to the
goal

b) Global best position is close to the optimum and the
particle position is far from them resulting in a
small improvement region and a large next position
region.

The procedure of PSO is described as follows:
A. Particle initialization:
An initial swarm of particles is generated in search
space. Usually, the population size is decided by the
dimension of problems.

C. Evaluation and update of best locations:
The fitness value of each particle is calculated by
the objective function. The values of Pid and Pgd are then
evaluated and replaced if better particle best position or
global best position is obtained.

B. Velocity and position update:
In each iteration, a
new velocity value for each
particle is calculated based on its current velocity, the
distance from its previous best position, and the distance
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rules. First, we proceed with particle swarm encoding,
this step is similar to chromosome encoding of genetic
algorithms. The next step is to generate a population of
particle swarms according to the calculated fitness
value. Finally, the PSO searching procedure proceeds
until the stop condition is reached, which means the best
particle is found. The support and confidence of the best
particle can represent the minimal support and minimal
confidence. [1]

D. Termination:
Steps (2) and (3) are repeated iteratively until the
termination condition is met.
IV. THE PROPOSED ASSOCIATION RULE
MINING ALGORITHM

Thus, we can use this minimal support and minimal
confidence for further association rule mining. Fig.3
illustrates the algorithm structure.

DATABASE

Binary data transformation

A. Preprocessing of PSO association rule mining
Binary transformation : In this we transform the
transaction data into binary type data, each recorded and
stored as either 0 or 1[8]. This approach can accelerate
the database scanning operation, and it calculates
support and confidence more easily and quickly. The
transformation approach is explained by an example in
Fig. 4.

Encoding

Support & confidence value
calculation

In Fig. 4, there are five records, say T1 to T5, in the
original data. Each of these records is transformed and
stored as a binary type. For instance, there are a total of
only four different products in the database, so four cells
exist for each transaction. Take B4 as an example, this
transaction only purchased products 2 and 3, so the
values of cells 2 and 3 are both “1s,” whereas cells 1
and 4 are both “0s.”Conversion shown in figure 6.

Fitness Value Calculation

Population Generation

Weighted PSO algorithm search

Finding the best particle is population
optimum threshold

Mining association rule mining results

Fig. 3 : The proposed association rule mining algorithm

Fig. 4 : Data type transformation

The proposed algorithm:

B. Application of PSO to association rule mining

The proposed algorithm comprises two parts,
preprocessing and mining. The first part provides
procedures related to calculating the fitness values of
the particle swarm. Thus, the data are transformed and
stored in a binary format. In the second part of the
algorithm, which is the main contribution of this study,
the PSO algorithm is employed to mine the association

Applying PSO to association mining is the main
part of this study. We use PSO as a module to mine best
fitness value. The algorithmic process is quite similar to
that of genetic algorithms, but the proposed procedures
include only encoding, fitness value calculation,
population generation, best particle search, and
termination condition. Each of the steps in the PSO
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Where xn is the position of the particle at nth update and
ym is the possible particle number min the constrained
range. In addition, d is the dimension of the search
space. The nearest possible particle is selected to be the
target particle’s new position. This method can prevent
a particle from falling beyond the search space when its
position is updated.

algorithm and the process of generating association
rules are explained as follows:
Encoding : According to the definition of association
rule mining, the intersection of the association rule of
item set X to item set Y (X→Y) must be empty. Items
which appear in item set X do not appear in item set Y,
and vice versa. Hence, both the front and back partition
points must be given for the purpose of chromosome
encoding. The item set before the front partition point is
called “item set X,” while that between the front
partition and back partition points is called “item set Y.”

Termination condition : To complete particle evolution,
the design of a termination condition is necessary. In
this study, the evolution terminates when the fitness
values of all particles are the same. In other words, the
positions of all particles are fixed. Another termination
condition occurs after 100 iterations and the evolution
of the particle swarm is completed.

Fitness value calculation : The fitness value in this
study is utilized to evaluate the importance of each
particle. The fitness value of each particle comes from
the fitness function. Here, we employ the target function
[9] to determine the fitness function value as shown in
Eq.

Finally, after the best particle is found, its support
and confidence are recommended as the value of
minimal support and minimal confidence as shown in
fig.10 & fig.11. These parameters are employed for
association rule mining to extract valuable information
[10].

Fitness (k) = confidence(k) X log(support(k) X length(k)
+ 1)
Fitness (k) is the fitness value of association rule type k.
Confidence (k) is the confidence of association rule type
k.

V. CONCLUSION
Implementation I have done till now has been
encouraging and have depicted that the selection of
Support and Confidence is done automatically and no
manual processing is required. I have kept the
population selection for the PSO as a user selection
because by this user can test the details of the output on
the basis of the results generated for the various
population values. We can set its value to be a fixed
value. This study has demonstrated that using the
Weighted PSO algorithm can determine these two
parameters quickly and objectively, thus,enhancing
mining performance for large databases by applying the
FoodMart2000 database.

Support (k) is the actual support of association rule type
k.
Length (k) is the length of association rule type k.
The objective of this fitness function is
maximization. The larger the particle support and
confidence, the greater the strength of the association,
meaning that it is an important association rule. Fitness
value calculation is shown in figure 8.
Population generation : In order to apply the evolution
process of the PSO algorithm, it is necessary to first
generate the initial population. In this study, we select
particles which have larger fitness values as the
population. The particles in this population are called
initial particles.

From the graphs it is interpreted that the weighted
PSO not only increases the support and confidence but
also the run time taken is reduced considerably.
Further implementation of the Weighted PSO will
be generating the results which will be analysed and
compared with the results of the Non Weighted PSO.

Search the best particle : First, the particle with the
maximum fitness value in the population is selected as
the “gbest.” We designed a method to constrain the
search. The constrained method is to calculate the
distance between the particle’s new position and all the
possible particles inside the constrained range before the
particle’s position is updated. Definitely, the particle
with the smallest distance will be selected and treated as
the particle’s new position. In the distance measuring
function,we use traditional “Euclidean distance” as
shown in Eq.

VI. MODEL EVALUATION RESULTS
This section will use the database provided by
Microsoft SQLServer 2000 to verify the feasibility of
the proposed algorithm.
A. Experimental platform and database
This study’s experiment was conducted in the
environment of Microsoft Windows XP using an IBM
compatible computer with Intel Pentium IV 1.60GHz
and 512MB RAM. The algorithm is coded using Java
platform.
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Fig. 7. A demonstration of the implementation of PSO
association rule mining using the Food Mart 2000
database
Fig 5. The data table of Food Mart Database 2000

Fig. 8 : Particle population generated
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Fig. 10 : Weighted PSO Run Time Vs Minimum
Support

Fig. 11: Weighted PSO Run Time Vs Minimum
Confidence



Fig. 9 : Weighted PSO Population Size Vs Time
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